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ABSTRACT

Hıe theorems about closed motion in Euclidean space is given in [2] and [3]. İn this paper, using 
the real Steiner rotation and franslation vectors, we have given some theorans about the real pitch and the 
real aııgle of pitch whidı are the integral invariants of the closed space-like ruled surfaces. Taking a 
space-like line x in Frenet trihedron n, the real angle of pitdı of space-like ruled surface, which is 
dravm by the space-üke line x, is calculated by the real angle of pitdıs of space-like ruled surfaces tbose 
are drawn by the space-like lines t and b. Ih en, we give some theorems about dral and harmonic 
curvaturein R’ .

Let us consider Minkowski 3-spacc R’= [R’,(+,+,-)] and let the
Lorentzian ümer product of .\=(aı.a:.aA and y=(bı,b2,b3) e be
{^,y} = a,b, -i-ajbj -a3b3 .Thus, following conditions can be given: 

i) if \X-X/ >0, Xis saidtobe space-like.
ü) if (x, <0 , X is said to be time-like.

İH) if = 0 , X is said to be light-like (null)

If + 83 <83

vector,[6].
( or + a, >83), thus x is a iuture poinling {or past pointing)

Lemma 1 : Let X and Y be future pointing time-like unit vectors. If 0 is a 
hyperbolic angle between X and Y then we have 

coshe=-(X,Y},
[1].
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Let a moving space-like line space H be represented by the moving fiame
{O;vı,v V3} and H' be represented by the fîxed frame {O';ej,e }. Where ,2,632 >
H is moving on a diEferentiable space-like closed curve ı=r(s). We know that, any 
space-like line in H is drawing a closed space-like ruled surface in H along the 
motion. Thus, the relation of the closed space-like ruled surface can be vvrıtten by

x(s,v)= r(s) + vvı(s) , x(s+T,v) = x(s,v) hil=ı (1)
During the motion, we assume that Vı and ^2 are space-like vectors and V3 

is a time-like vector. This closed ruled surface is generated by the axes- Vı. By 
taking differential, from (1), we may write the differential equation of the ortogonal 
trajectory of vı-closed space-like ruled surface as follows:

^dx,V[^ =0 , hll=ı (2)
Using the equation (2) , -me have

dv = - (dr,Vı) (3)
Definition 1: Tire piteh (öffnungsstrecke) of vı(s) - closed space-like ruled surface 
is defined by

=fdv=-f(dr,Vı) (4)

This definition means tirat, after one periodic , an orthogonal tıajectory of 
Vı(s) - closed space-like ruled surface intersects the axis vı at the P] different
from Po. Tlıus, l -PoP,

1

Now in order to rewrite (4) in terms of the elements of the dual Steiner 
vector, we use the following expression for the diffential velocity of the fixed point 
r(to) of the moving space H with respeet to the fîxed space H':

dr=\j/*+\|/Ar (5)
Where, yA * is the moment vector with respeet to a fixed point. In (5), since y/ and

* are respectively the instantaneous rotational differential velocity vector and the 
instantaneous translational differential velocity vector of the motion H/H', tlıey 
form the instantaneous dual PfafFıan vector T of the corresponding
dual spherical motion K /K'. Then, replacing (5) in (4) we obtain

£ V4 (6)
Denote the moment vector of r, with respeet to origin 0 , by r* then

V, =rAv,
and the last equation reduces to

t (8)

(7)
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On the other hand the Plückerian normalized line coordinates Vi_ v; (i=l,2,3) of the
fixed line V in H arc independent of the motion H/H'. They depend on the
choice of V in H.
Then the last expression becomes

(9)

Taking integral of vg and vf/ * , we may mite
(10)

and then (9) reduçes to

(11)

Let us consider a unit time-like vector «2 and space like unit vector nj on 
(V2, V3) which is defmed as follows:

Uj = shcp Vj + chcp Vj 
rtj = chcp Vn + shcp Vj

(12)

The time like unit vector Oı generates a time-like ruled surface along the ortogonal 
trajectory of vj-closed space-like ruled surface duriug the closed motion. Where
is the hyperbolic angle betrveen unit time-like vectors n2 and 
equation of the time-like surface is

vj . Thus, the

T= X + w n2 (13)
Now , let us consider fixed space //' which is represented by ortogonal frame

Uj}. Using the equation (12), we may write

^2— BjChtp -UjShtf^
3 =-n3 shcp -ı-n, chcp , cp=<p(s)

(14)

Then, from (14), taking differential according to the parameter s, we obtain 
dVj = dUj chcp-dnj shcp+fUj shcp-n^ chcp)dcp 
dvj = -dUjShcp +dn2 chcp+f-Uj chcp h-Uj shq))dcp

(15)

where n2 and ns are the edges of fixed frame {n,, O j, Uj} . Therefore ,
dn2 = 0 dn3.= 0 (16)

Thus, we obtain

•1 ’

fv=d ^\f*=d*

w e R

y

dVj = (ttj shcp ch^) dq^ 
dv3= (-Uj ch<p+n2 shq))dcp 

Then, using the eguation (14), we get the follomng

(17)

dvj = -Vjdcp 
dvj = - Vj d(p

(1&)
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From (18), dcp is calculated as
dcp = (dv2,V3)= -(dv3,V2^

Ifwe take integral, from (19), duringthe motion H/H' , A. is obtained as
(19)

1

A. '1= P>p

<r)

(20)

or
A.V = fdcp=f(dv2,V3) = (dv3,Vj)

(r)
(21)

On the other hand, the differential forms of the edges of the moving trihedron
{vp V V,} can be written as the following

2 ’

0dv,

dvj

-W3

W3
0

w,

V,

.''s

Thus, the real instantaneous vector of the motion H/ H' is 
\|/='W,V, -w 2^2 -W3V3

Then, from (22),
(dv2,V3)= -(dv3,V2)=-w,

Since we have the relation
\ =-fwı

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Definition 2 : The integral of the real instantaneous vector y/ of the motion will 
be called Stainer vector of the motion and denoted by

d=fWıVı-WjV2-W3V3 (26)

Using definition 2,
(d,v,)=fw, (22)

W2

Wı 
o

V 1

and so we get
(28)

Thus , the angle of pitch of the closed space-like ruled surface is defined as 
the total change of the hyperbolic angle (p which is given in the following relation;

(29)

The pitch and the hyperbolic angle of the pitch are integral invariants of a closed 
space-like ruled surface, [7],

According to the definition of Stainer translation vector
V = fdr

(n)
(30)
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aııd from here, we get
(31)

Thus, we have following theorem,
Theorem 1. The real pitch and the real angle of pitch are equal the orthogonal 
projections of the Steiner rotation vector and the translation vectorjespectively, at 
the direction of generating line Vı of the closed space-like ruled surface. (i.e)

= -(v,v,) (32)

(33)

Let H: be a moving trihedron during the motion H/H'. Where,
t, n are sapace-Iike vectors and b is a time-like vector. From [5J,using the derivative 
formulas of the Frenet trihedron {t,n,b}, the real Stainer rotation vector of the 
motion is

d= f(k2 t-k,b)ds
(1)

and the real translation vector is

(34)

V =tfds
(r)

On the other hand, the real angle of pitchs of the ruled surfaces which are dravvıı 
during the motion H / H' by the edges of the trihedron {t, n, b} are written in the 
following relations, respectively.

(35)

Lf = -(d,t)= -fkj ds 

= 0
Xb = fkıds

(36)

(37)
(38)

Moreover. the real pitch of the edges of these space-like and time-like ruled surfaces 
are obtained by

=-f(dr,t)

=-f(t ds,t} 

=-fds
£„ = -f(dr,n)=O

(39)

(40)

(41)

Theorem 2. The components of Stainer rotational vector with respect to the 
trihedron {t,n,b} are equal to the real angle of pitchs of the ruled surfaces which are 
drawn by the edges t, n. b, respectively, so the Stainer vector is wtitten by these 
components as follows:

(42)
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Let
X = Xı t + X2 n + X3 b Xı +xl -X3 =1 (43)

be a space-like line in While is moving during the motion, x
draws a closed space-like ruled surfaces. Tlıus, vve may calculate the real angle of 
piteh of this closed space-like ruled surfaces as follows:

=-(d,x)

=^k,t+Zf,b,Xı t + X2 n + X3 b
(44)

(45)
Theorem 3 : The real angle of piteh of any closed space-like ruled surface (x), 
which is drawn by fıxed any space-like İme during tlıe motion H/H' infixed 
space H is, 

, where, A; and are the real angle of pitehs of the closed ruled surfaces which 
are drawn by the edges t and b,respectively.

Moreover, for the real piteh of this space-like ruled surface, which is drawn 
by the fixed space-like line x, we get

= -f(dr,x^
(46)

= -f(tds,Xj t 

=-x,fds 
=:Xı f .

+ X2 n + X3
(47)

(48)
Thus what we get is.
Theorem 4. Tlıe real piteh of any closed space-like ruled surface (x) , wlıich is 
drawn by the fıxed any space-like line during the motion H/H' in the fixed space 
H is equal to the multiple of £( and x,

Let, X drawn a developable closed space-like ruled surface. In this case, the 
dral of the closed space-like ruled surface is zero [4]. Tlıus,

dx 
ds

[ki n + X2 (-kj t + kj b) + X3 (kjU) (49)

= -X2k[t + (x,kj + X3k2)n+X2k2b (50)
dr--- AX =t AX
ds

=X2b+X3 n (52)
so

dr dxdet —,x,— dx
ds ’ ds ds

- ( t A X,---

(51)

(53)
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dr dx dx

ds ’ ’ ds
dr dx

det —,x,—
ds ds

= -( x,b-ı- x,n,— 
\ ds,

= X2k2- X3(Xj kj-ı-Kjkj) =0

is obtained. Using the cquatıon (55), we get the following
(x2 -X3)k2 - XjX3kj =0

2
•3X2 -X:

x,x
Then, from (45), (57) becomes

X,X3

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

det —,x.

^1 _

^2

2

ı-'s

1^1 _

^2

Solving xı and X3 from the equation (48) and (45), wc get the following

Xı = (59)

(60)

X3 = X' 't 'x_l
t^b

(61)

Then, if we insert (59) and (61) into (58),

]^2

(^t ~ '(x 

(^A-VtX
(62)

is obtained.
On the otherhand, xis fixedline in {t,n,b}.Hence, the components of x 

in {t,n,b} are fixed. Furthermore, from (57), — is constant. Thus, we may write 
^2

the following theorem;
Theerem 5. The closed space-like ruled surface which is drawn by a space-like
line X during the motion H/H' is developabie if and only if the harmonic 
curvatnre, which is calculated followmg fynnaia, (63), of the base curve of the 
closed sffâceTike ruled surface (x), is constant.

h=^ = 
^2

(^^^xAb 

(^,Â. -%/,)/
(63)

X

Using the definition of dral in [4], wc may calculate the dral of the closed space-like 
ruled surface (x) which is drawn by space-like tangent line t, as follows
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P,=
det(r',t,t') 

(t't')

_ det(LLt'> 
(kiiLkıu)

= 0

(64)

(65)

(66)

In the Similar way. the dral of the closed space-like ruled surface (x), which is 
drawn by the space-like principle normal üne, is

^det(a',n,n')
n (67)

det(t,n,-k,t-ı-kjb)
(- kj t + k2b,-kjt + kjb)

-(b,-kjt + k2b)

(68)

-k
(69)

k' -k^
(70)

and the dral of the closed space-like ruled surface (x), wlıich is drawn by the time- 
like binormal line, is

Pb
_ det(r',b,b')

(b'.Ö

-(t Ab,k2n^ 
^kjH.kjU^ 

-(n,k2n) 

k^

=-^
kİ

__ I^
k2

(71)

(72)

(73)

(74)

(75)

n

2
i

^2

1

Furthemıore, (74) is written as

Pn =
l/kj

x2
ki 
k2

-1

(76)
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Then, if we consider (75),

Pn

ki 
k.

-Pb 
\2

-1

so

ki
P,

and

ki 
k2 P,

(77)

(78)

(79)

are obtained. Thus, we have the following theorem;
Theorem 6. The harmonic curvature of the closed space-like curve r(t) of the space- 
like ruled surface (x), during the space motion H/H' , is calculated as follows;

kj
k?, P,

(80)

Where Pb and Pn are the drals of the closed space-like and timelike ruled surfaces 
which are drawn by t and n.

p
CoroHary 1: r(t) is a helix, if and only if, isconstant.

k PProof; If r(t) is a helis, then, — is constant. Thus, from (80), -k is constant. 
kz Pnn.

P k
If — is coîîstaitt, fTom(80), -2- is constant. Thus r(t) is a helix.

Pn kj
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